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ABSTRACT 

 
Liquid sprays play a key role in many engineering processes (e.g., food processing, coating and painting, 3D 
printing, fire suppression, combustion systems, etc.). The conditions at the nozzle exit have a large influence on 
the downstream spray characteristics. However, characterizing the spray in this region is extremely challenging 
because under most operating conditions the spray is optically dense. High intensity white beam X-ray imaging 
and focused beam radiography, like that available at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National 
Laboratory, can be used to produce time-resolved visualizations and measurements of the spray near-field region. 
In this study, high spatially- and temporally-resolved X-ray data are acquired of a canonical airblast atomizer 
consisting of coaxial water and air jets. The liquid is charged by flowing it through a metallic duct electrified 
to -5 kV with the motivation to enhance the atomization process. High-speed X-ray images and measured 
equivalent path lengths are compared with and without the electric potential and with and without gas swirl. It is 
shown that the electrification of the liquid needle has a negligible effect in the spray near-field for the conditions 
used in this study. 
 
KEY WORDS: Airblast atomizer, Electrified nozzle, Equivalent path length, Sprays, Synchrotron X-rays, X-ray 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The ability to control spray formation and dispersion is extremely important to many spray applications, 
including coating and painting, fire suppression, agricultural applications, and liquid fuel combustion. Spray 
regions are generally identified as near-field, mid-field, and far-field, with the demarcation between regions 
being nebulous. The near-field region is closest to the nozzle exit and can influence mid- and far-field 
characteristics; however, near-field measurements are extremely challenging because the spray in this region 
is typically optically dense, rendering optical/laser diagnostics largely ineffective. This study uses synchrotron 
radiation, available at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory, to obtain high 
spatial and temporal data of the near-field region of an airblast atomizer. The inner liquid flow is energized 
with -5 kV of DC potential to determine the effect of adding electric charge to the liquid on spray dispersion. 
Data are presented for a single liquid Reynolds number of Rel = 1000 and gas Reynolds number of 
Reg = 16,700, corresponding to a gas-liquid momentum ratio of 5. Gas swirl and no swirl are also investigated 
while the gas flow rate is held fixed.  
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
The airblast atomizer used in this study has been described in detail elsewhere [1]. Fig. 1 shows a close-up of 
the airblast atomizer, identifying the aluminium liquid needle that is energized to -5kV and the copper 
grounding ring at the nozzle exit. The system is designed to charge the liquid as it is issued from the liquid 
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needle and the surrounding gas flow provides the momentum to atomize the liquid. The outer portion of the 
gas exit is grounded to intensify the electric field at the nozzle exit plane, hence increasing the liquid charging. 
 
The nozzle was mounted on a traversing stand that allowed for its placement at a desired location within the 
X-ray beam at the Advanced Photon Source. A schematic of the entire experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. 
White beam and focused beam imaging were completed in this study; details of these experimental techniques 
can be found elsewhere [2].  
 
The nozzle is designed to allow air entry that is perpendicular to the liquid needle axis or tangential to the liquid 
needle axis. A swirl ratio is defined as the ratio of tangential air inlet flow rate to perpendicular air inlet flow rate, 
while the total air flow rate is constant (fixed Reg). In this study, conditions for SR = 0 and SR = 1 are presented 
while the liquid flow rate was fixed at Rel = 1000 and the gas flow rate was fixed at Reg = 16,700, and the liquid 
needle was set with V = 0 kV and V = -5 kV. 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
Fig. 3 shows two white beam X-ray images taken at the nozzle exit with SR = 1, without and with electrification. 
The nozzle exit plane is identified and the liquid needle walls are schematically shown. The different gray scales 

 
Fig. 1 Picture of the airblast atomizer set-up for electrified operation. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic of the airblast atomizer flow loop and white beam imaging set-up. 
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in the water region outside the nozzle exit plane indicate different thicknesses of water, where darker regions are 
associated with more water. Under these flow conditions, the water wets the liquid needle tip making the exit 
diameter larger than the needle inside diameter. The water can even wick up the outside needle region [3]. 
Instabilities periodically form along the gas-liquid interface in which it appears that gas tries to penetrate the liquid, 
forming a bag (identified in the images). The bag grows and deforms the liquid jet, leading to ligament formation 
and eventually droplets (which appear much further downstream). One unique ability of white beam X-ray 
imaging is that air bubbles within the liquid region are visible, which is not possible using optical visualization 
methods. Qualitative analysis of the visual observations between the energized and de-energized system 
indicate only small differences between the two flow conditions where bag formations is observed further 
upstream when the liquid nozzle is charged. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the equivalent path lengths (EPL) obtained using focused beam X-ray measurements, 
nondimensionalized by the liquid needle ID (2.1 mm). EPL measurements show the total liquid path length 
through the spray at the given dimensionless x-coordinate (i.e., line-of-sight measures). It has been shown using 

 
Fig. 3 White beam X-ray images of an airblast atomizer with V = 0 kV (left) and V = -5 kV (right). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Equivalent path lengths (EPL) obtained from focused beam X-ray measurements at different axial 
locations with SR = 0 (top, y = 0.5 mm, 2 mm, and 9.5 mm) and SR = 1 (bottom, y = 0.5 mm, 2 mm, and 
9.5 mm). Each plot includes V = 0 and V = -5 kV conditions. 
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this technique that the liquid region EPL in the spray region follows a Gaussian distribution [4, 5]. As shown in 
Fig. 4, when y = 0.5 mm from the nozzle exit, the liquid region is still continuous (verified in the white beam 
images in Fig. 3) and are better represented by a parabolic profile (shown). As the liquid region begins to break 
up, the EPL profiles match the Gaussian distribution as displayed by the continuous lines when y = 2.0 mm and 
y = 9.5 mm. As shown in Fig. 4, the effect of energizing the liquid needle has only a small effect on the EPL 
profiles where the EPL is decreased slightly when -5 kV of energy is applied, and this is apparent only at an axial 
distance of y = 9.5 mm.  
 
A more significant effect on the EPL profiles is the effect of gas swirl, where swirl causes the profile to widen and 
flatten [6], and this effect becomes more severe as the axial distance from the nozzle exit increases.  
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
White beam X-ray imaging and focused beam radiography were used to assess the effect of nozzle 
electrification on the near-field spray characteristics from an airblast atomizer. For the fixed liquid and gas 
Reynolds numbers of this study, the effect of energizing the liquid needle with -5 kV potential was only 
observed at an axial location of y = 9.5 mm from the nozzle exit, and then it only reduced the equivalent path 
length by a small amount. However, effects on instabilities and breakup mechanisms are expected in the 
mid-field and investigations in this region are currently underway using different diagnostic techniques. 
Furthermore, it was shown that gas swirl had a more significant effect on equivalent path length in the near-
field. 
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